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Greetings Sisters of Providence and friends! Please enjoy the latest issue of our publication, full of gratitude.
Thank you, sisters, for your continued contributions of reflections, poetry, prayers, quotes, scripture, photos,
artwork and other inspirational material – keep it up! Please email to anita.wilkins@providence.org. 
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Sister Vilma Franco shared these photos of her Ash Wednesday celebrations with local villagers near
Arcatao, El Salvador. She sends blessings to all during our Lenten journey!
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Providence of God, we thank you for… vaccines!
Sisters of Providence and other women religious living at St. Joseph Residence recently shared
their gratitude for the opportunity to receive COVID vaccines. Here is what they said when asked
what the vaccine meant to them:
I am grateful for being at SJR at this time. God bless us all, especially Joe Biden, and continue to
supply everyone with vaccine as soon as possible. – Mary T. Buttimer, OP
In gratitude to God, I deeply appreciate all those involved in making these vaccines available for
us to be safe and be peacefully confident. Thanks a million! – Ann Mary Vu, SP
The first dose of the vaccine came as a surprise to me because I had just started hearing about
people starting to get it. I didn’t expect to get it that quick. And now I am ready for another dose.
All thanks to the Provider. Now I can feel safe and I can protect others, too. – Paskazia
Nakitende, DM
My thought regarding the vaccine is I felt very blessed to be living at St. Joseph Residence, with
our connection to Mount St. Vincent, because we received our first inoculation of the vaccine in
December shortly after it became available in the US. We did not have to travel to a clinic or
doctor’s office and possibly be exposed to the virus. – Mary Catherine McGuire, SP
I thank God that I belong to a Community that believes in blessing us with good health, and
vaccinations are one of those blessings. – Lucy Villanova, SP
To trust in God’s Providence. – Irene Charron, SP
I am grateful to receive the vaccination… thankful to our Creator for the gifts given to our scientists
and healthcare people to administer it. The nurse who gave me the vaccination was very patient
explaining what to expect, and reassuring, compassionate, etc… Delighted to receive the second
one. – Fidela Adriano, SP
Receiving the first vaccine on Christmas eve morning was a wonderful Christmas present. Now,
receiving the second one in January makes me even more grateful, especially to the Providence
leaders and caregivers who made this possible. May everyone be protected soon! – Mary Kaye
Nealen, SP
Blessings, thanksgiving and hope. – Madeleine Farrell, OP
God gifted us with limitless creativity and imagination. Wherever we are, God is, and where God
is, all will be well, and all manner of things will be well. God, protect and guide those who strive to
find a cure, that we may conquer the disease and restore communities to wholeness and health.
– Josie Ramac, SP
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I am grateful that we here at SJR were offered vaccinations early and so efficiently. It helped to
know that I was among some 50 residents who were vaccinated at the same time. – Lorraine
Schneider, FSCC
In receiving the second vaccine I felt so, so very thankful to our God for keeping us/me well and
safe here at SJR and I prayed that ALL our brothers and sisters will soon receive the vaccine and
lessen their fear of the virus. My thanks also goes out to our caring and dedicated staff here and
at the Mount. Thank you! Thank you! Thank you! – Anna Murphy, OP
Having the vaccine means some insurance against having the virus. – Mary Fox, SP
Provident God, I thank you for the gift of life. I thank you for your provisions and protection. Today,
as I take my second dose, I am reminded that even amid dangerous situations you are still taking
care of my life and the lives of those close to me. Thank you for this vaccine. Bless the generous
donors who gave us the vaccine to save our lives. Bless the nurses and caregivers. May the souls
of those who have died due to the pandemic rest in peace. Amen. – Maria Gorreth Nassali, DM
Profound gratitude and humility! – Clare Lentz, SP
We “blessed” the team who came for the vaccine. The woman who administered my shot said
how happy she was to receive the “blessing.” They were fantastic! Charlene Boyd provided extra
signs of having received it, e.g., crowns, variety of symbols, balloons. – Helen Brennan, SP
To me, receiving the COVID vaccine means I am being very well cared for. I feel a tremendous
sense of gratitude for all those who have made the vaccine possible – the scientists, the
volunteers in the trials, the health care provider, etc. – Pauline Lemaire, SP
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One month ago, sisters at St. Joseph Residence were making the most of a snowy day, leaving these
friendly snow people to bring smiles to the faces of those looking out the window!
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